Introduction
Many tissues continuously renew, incorporating new cells to maintain homeostasis, and some can also regenerate following injury. Both renewal and regenerative capacity rely upon the coordinated activity of stem cells to differentiate into a range of mature cell types and maintain a stem cell pool ( Figure 1a) . One of the fundamental challenges in developmental and stem cell biology is understanding how individual stem cells achieve this feat in vivo. To solve this problem, one must define how cells change through time and map the paths they take during differentiation. This knowledge is critical for unraveling the molecular mechanisms that control cell fate transitions and involves integrating a highly reductionist approach to discern the intrinsic molecular characteristics of each cell and a more systems level approach to characterize a cell's progeny, derivatives, and environment. At a basic level, this is a fascinating problem at the core of how tissues and organisms develop and maintain homeostasis. From the translational perspective, detailed mapping of cell lineages lays the groundwork for reprogramming cells in vivo and designing strategies for cell replacement therapies.
A detailed understanding of how stem cells change through time has been elusive because one must define not only the endpoint but also all intermediate stages along the path of differentiation. Historically, fate maps have been produced by lineage tracing cells. While this has proven to be insightful, it usually provides data on the cell fate potential of labeled cells (i.e., what cell types the labeled cells can become) and not on the paths or molecular identity of cell states along the route. This is true whether the technique is applied at the population or clonal level. High-throughput sequencing approaches are excellent tools for defining the molecular status of cells, but population level analyses obscure the heterogeneity within tissues or cell lineages. However, single-cell RNAsequencing (scRNA-seq) methods allow one to discriminate population level heterogeneity, overcoming the need for prior knowledge of the underlying cell types to fully interpret the data.
We propose that by integrating clonal lineage tracing and single-cell RNA-sequencing analysis, one can build and test models of the cellular mechanisms that underlie stem cell development into tissues, organs, and organisms. Single-cell RNA-sequencing can molecularly define cell types À including intermediates within a developmental lineage À without a priori knowledge and be used to predict branching in lineage trajectories (Figure 1b ), but it can only provide predictions that must be independently validated. Clonal lineage tracing data, 
Lineage Tracing Defines Cell Fate Potential But Has Limitations
Lineage tracing, the technique of following a cell or group of cells and observing their descendants, is an important tool for defining the fate potential of cells and detecting the outcomes of differentiation. [1, 2] The earliest lineage tracing was based on direct observation of cells as they divided and differentiated in transparent embryos. [3] [4] [5] In opaque embryos, early experimentalists labeled cells with vital dyes: to establish a fate map, the stained cells would be followed as they developed and the ultimate structures that they formed mapped back to the position in the embryo where the dye was applied. [6, 7] A third approach was to distinguish the origin of cells based on unique pigmentation or cellular appearance. For example, the distinct pigmentation patterns of different newt species were utilized in organizer transplant experiments. [8] These classical methods of lineage tracing served as a foundation for subsequent waves of technological innovations for labeling and tracing of individual cells in embryos and adult tissues in vivo. Microinjection of enzymes and fluorescent molecules, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] the use of genetic modification to label cells, which was pioneered with viral transduction, [14] and co-opting bacterial and viral recombinases and inducible reporter proteins [15] [16] [17] were instrumental advancements. Subsequently, methods for sparsely labeling cells based on heritable reporters were developed for clonal lineage tracing by coupling cell division with interchromosomal recombination of reporter gene subunits [18] or by using a multi-fluorescent reporter transgenic strategy termed Brainbow, [19] which was then modified to create Confetti, a Cre recombinase-dependent, inducible reporter that facilitates clonal lineage tracing by exclusive expression of one of four possible fluorescent reporters. [20] Applying these tools, researchers have made great strides into the cell fate potential and specification of individual stem and progenitor cells in a range of tissues in developing and adult organisms. [18, [20] [21] [22] [23] More recently, methods using transposase or CRISPR-mediated modification of DNA coupled with high-throughput sequencing of the endpoint cells have allowed the creation of lineage hierarchies representing the relationships between the final differentiated cells. [24] [25] [26] [27] While powerful, current lineage tracing methods cannot identify intermediate stages along a lineage trajectory, and therefore they cannot pinpoint branch points in a trajectory. The main reason for these limitations is that most prospective in vivo lineage tracing involves labeling cells and then waiting for some duration before collecting, fixing, and observing the tissue to identify the endpoint (Figure 1c ). [2] One then attempts to reconstruct the path that the cell took with only the endpoint data and without having observed the cell as it traversed the path. Therefore, while lineage tracing is a powerful tool for discerning fate potential of a labeled cell, the intermediate cellular states and branch points remain unresolved. Addressing this limitation are newly developed approaches where transposase or CRISPR/ Cas9-mediated modification of DNA barcodes is coupled to scRNA-seq [28] [29] [30] [31] that allows for the identification of lineage endpoints and the establishment of a lineage hierarchy or dendrogram. Modifications of this approach should provide a more facile way to combine the strengths of lineage tracing and scRNA-seq to define the cells that serve as lineage trajectory branch points, as we will discuss further below.
Single-Cell Transcriptomics Provides Exquisite Discriminatory Power
Tissues and organs are complex structures composed of multiple cell types, and even cells of the same type can display a range of phenotypic variation. Single-cell RNA-sequencing methods measure gene expression (i.e., the transcriptome) of individual cells. Thus, they allow one to distinguish cells from one another in a heterogeneous population based on their differences in gene expression. This powerful approach for detecting individual cellular variation within a complex population has been applied to identify a broad range of cell types and states from cells grown in vitro culture or isolated from tissues ( Figure 1d ). [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] Moreover, its discriminatory ability allows researchers to identify rare cell types in a larger population that would be obscured in bulk level analyses. [34, [51] [52] [53] [54] In addition to identifying rare cell types, collecting samples for scRNA-seq at a range of time-points during a complex biological process allows the identification of cell states that exist only transiently or during discrete time windows, cells that would most certainly be missed in bulk level analyses. [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] Furthermore, comparing scRNA-seq data between control or wild-type animals and genetic mutants can be a powerful way to understand the role of specific genes in developmental processes. [55, 56, 58] In developing embryos and regenerative tissues, cells are usually asynchronous in their position along the axis of differentiation. After deconvolution of complex tissues or groups of cells into their constituent cell types based on scRNA-seq, the data can then be analyzed with lineage prediction tools to order cells along the axis of differentiation based on progressive changes in gene expression, and in some cases branch points in the lineage trajectories can be predicted as well [57, 58, [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] (Figure 1d ). The first iterations of trajectory prediction algorithms were capable of ordering cells along a single trajectory but were largely unable to accommodate branching lineage trajectories À that is, cases where an immature progenitor cell gives rise to more than one lineage or cell type. [65] [66] [67] Subsequent methods attempted to predict where the branch points in trajectories occur. [55, 56, 59, 61, [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] These tools usually take as input reduced dimension gene expression data (e.g., after using principal component analysis) or nearestneighbor graph representations and attempt to infer the branching lineage trajectory structure and order cells along the trajectories (Box 1, Figure 2 ). Regardless of the specific approach, these tools rely upon the assumption that cells that are more similar in gene expression are closer together on a lineage trajectory ( Figure 1d ). While this is a reasonable assumption, there are situations where cell fate transitions represent more saltatory changes in gene expression rather than subtle changes along a continuum (see below, Figure 1e ,f). Furthermore, they also rely upon a second assumption that the paths are unidirectional, which presents difficulties for modeling stem cell self-renewal. Importantly, even the most sophisticated analysis of single-cell RNA-sequencing data and the ensuing models of lineage trajectories require experimental validation to demonstrate that cell types as defined transcriptomically do indeed exist in vivo and that the predicted trajectories represent reality. Validating cell types or transient states can be accomplished using RNA in situ hybridization to assess gene expression in the tissue based on genes or sets of genes measured as enriched in any given putative cellular type/state. Lineage trajectories must be validated by labeling individual progenitor cells and determining whether the output of differentiation is consistent with the inferred trajectory.
Integrating Lineage Tracing and Single-Cell RNA-Sequencing Helps Solve Key Challenges to Establishing Lineage Trajectories
We propose that integrating lineage tracing with scRNA-seq provides a robust framework for defining cell fate transitions, intermediate states, and stem cell branching lineage trajectories in vivo. Leveraging these two techniques together provides more resolution than either affords alone. In this framework, scRNAseq of lineage traced cells provides the means to establish a model of stem cell lineage trajectories, whereas clonal lineage tracing provides a means to test and validate the model (Figure 2 ).
Lineage Tracing Tests Predictions From Lineage Trajectory Inference Tools
As an example of an integrated approach combining clonal lineage tracing in vivo with scRNA-seq, we identified and characterized the first transition states of the reserve stem cell of the olfactory epithelium À known as the horizontal basal cell (HBC) À upon its activation to differentiate and/or self-renew under various physiological conditions. In the absence of injury, HBC stem cells rarely differentiate; thus to increase the frequency of differentiation, we conditionally knocked out the transcription factor p63, which normally functions to repress their differentiation [57] (Figure 3a) . This genetic manipulation causes the spontaneous differentiation of HBCs into multiple mature cell types of the olfactory epithelium. To identify the cell intermediates in the olfactory epithelial lineage, we performed scRNA-seq on fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)-purified cells based either on expression of an olfactory progenitorspecific Sox2-eGFP tracer or YFP lineage-traced cells that were labeled using an HBC-specific Krt5-CreER driver and Rosa26-YFP reporter. [57] In addition to expected cell types, we identified new intermediate cell types (Figure 3b ,c; ΔHBC1, ΔHBC2).
Box 1. scRNA-seq data analysis and inferring lineage trajectories
While single-cell RNA-sequencing can be a powerful tool, there are some important challenges to consider in analyzing the resulting data. First, there is sparser coverage than in bulk level RNA-seq and hence an inflated number of drop-outs or "zeros" in the gene expression counts, more noise, and higher overdispersion. This means that it is imperative to use normalization strategies that minimize technical variation while maintaining biological variation. [78] [79] [80] It is also critical to collect biological replicates for specific experimental conditions to protect against batch effects. Because of the computational challenges of clustering cells in highdimensional space, researchers often apply dimensionality reduction techniques (e.g., principal component analysis [PCA] and/or t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding [t-SNE]). Then unsupervised clustering is applied to cluster cells by their gene expression. For a more detailed discussion and explanation of normalization strategies, dimensionality reduction techniques, and clustering, there are several excellent tools and reviews. [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] We have used the lineage trajectory inference tool Slingshot to model branching lineage trajectories. [57, 58] Slingshot first infers global lineage structure by using a cluster-based minimum spanning tree to define the number of lineages and where they branch, and then it infers the order or position of cells along each lineage, often referred to as pseudotime, by fitting smooth principal curves. [72] Slingshot was built to be flexible to the type of dimensionality reduction, normalization, and clustering procedures that have been applied to the data with the belief that there is no one-size-fits-all approach for analyzing single-cell sequencing data. Slingshot allows for semi-supervision of the model based on known biology: for example, one can specify known starting points and end-points, and this does not preclude the algorithm from inferring other end-points from the data. Differences and similarities among the different lineage trajectory prediction tools are detailed in a few studies. [72, 78, 86] Importantly, not all lineage trajectory prediction algorithms are equal, and in a side-by-side comparison of the same data sets across a range of parameters, Slingshot has been shown to outperform most. [87] www.advancedsciencenews.com www.bioessays-journal.com
Following normalization and clustering, we applied the lineage prediction algorithm Slingshot (Box 1). Slingshot predicted that the two main trajectories À the neuronal lineage trajectory and the sustentacular lineage trajectory À bifurcated early at a transitional intermediate (ΔHBC2) prior to the appearance of any proliferating cells (Figure 3c ). Unlike the sustentacular lineage trajectory, cells of the neuronal lineage were predicted to then traverse two proliferative cell stages (Figure 3d ). Therefore, one would predict that stem cell-derived neuronal clones would be multicellular while sustentacular clones would be small, perhaps even unicellular, clones and that clones should contain only cells of one cell type. To test this prediction, we scored differentiated cell clones derived from HBCs lineage traced in vivo using an HBC-specific inducible Cre recombinase driver coupled with the Cre-dependent Confetti reporter. The results from these in vivo clonal lineage tracing experiments confirmed the two lineage trajectories predicted by Slingshot from the single-cell RNA-sequencing data (Figure 3e ). Importantly, clonal lineage tracing confirmed the prediction that sustentacular cells can form by direct cell fate conversion without cell division, demonstrating that cell fate changes from one cell type to another do not require cell division.
[57]
Time-stamping Cells Helps Resolve Trajectories Confounded by Jumps in Gene Expression
In a second example of integrating clonal lineage tracing and scRNA-seq, we investigated the stem cell lineage of the olfactory epithelium during injury-induced regeneration. In this approach we labeled cells prior to inducing tissue regeneration and collected cells for scRNA-seq at defined time-points post injury, [58] in effect providing a time-stamp of the duration of regeneration in each cell. Time-stamping provides additional information with which to interpret the scRNA-seq data and further serves to constrain the lineage prediction analysis. After clustering and identifying the different cell types and applying lineage prediction algorithms, one can assess whether a given cell state exists in a brief time-window (i.e. is transient) or if it is composed of cells from a range of lineage traced time-points. Furthermore, time-stamping also allows one to identify the earliest stage in a lineage at which a given cell fate/state arises.
A key challenge that integrating clonal lineage tracing and timestamped scRNA-seq can address is the situation where the lineage trajectory is inconsistent with the expected assumption that cells that are closer together in a reduced dimension gene expression www.advancedsciencenews.com www.bioessays-journal.com , and e were adapted with permission. [57] Copyright 2017, Elsevier.
www.advancedsciencenews.com www.bioessays-journal.com space are closer together in the developmental process (Figure 1e , f). For example, in our analysis of regeneration in the olfactory epithelium, all of the stem cells shift en masse to a proliferative stem cell state at 24 hr post injury (24 HPI) that is even further from the resting state in reduced dimension space (using PCA) than the sustentacular cells, which are a fully differentiated endpoint (Figure 4a,b) . However, time-stamping reveals that this cluster contains only cells labeled at 24 hr, indicating that it represents a transient intermediate. This allowed us to constrain the parameters of the lineage trajectory prediction algorithm to be consistent with known biology by designating the activated state as the starting point to alleviate short circuiting the route (Figure 4b ). . Activated state intermediates that are unique to tissue regeneration present challenges to lineage prediction. When gene expression shifts drastically between two cell fates, it contradicts an underlying assumption of all current lineage prediction algorithms that cell fate changes occur as gradual transitions along a continuum. Integrating a lineage tracing time-course into the scRNA-seq analysis can help overcome this obstacle. a) Olfactory HBC stem cell lineage cells. All cells shift away from the resting state (green) at 24-hr post injury (HPI), most to an activated state (blue and gray). The activated state is more distant from the resting state than the sustentacular support cells (magenta). This panel was adapted with permission. [58] Copyright 2017, Elsevier. b) Predicted branching lineage trajectory of the olfactory HBC stem cell during injury-induced regeneration, with the activated state as the starting point (left). If the activated state is not specified as the starting point in the lineage, then it will be incorrectly designated as an endpoint (right). The lineage tracing derived time-stamping allows us to choose the activated state as the starting point because all stem cells transit to this state upon injury. Clusters/cell types designated as the starting point for the lineage prediction tool, Slingshot, are indicated by an arrowhead; endpoints are indicated by the arrows. c) In traditional stem cell models, stem cells either asymmetrically divide at the individual level or adopt population asymmetry where individual cells either self-renew or differentiate. d) Based on the identification of an activated state that is unique to injury-induced regeneration and that occurs prior to olfactory stem cell self-renewal or differentiation, we propose a modified model of stem cell lineage determination during tissue regeneration. Figure 4a ) are the earliest point in the lineage, and any cells that cluster in that group but are derived from lineage traced cells collected at later time-points must be the stem cell lineage that looped back to self-renew and reform the stem cell fate. Another confounding problem for deconstructing lineage trajectories is that renewed stem cells can differentiate successive times. [58] If the route is the same upon each successive round, it should not alter lineage trajectory predictions. However, if the route is different, for example including different intermediates, then additional information À as for example afforded by time-stamping cells À would be required to assign cells to the appropriate position in their respective lineages. To confirm that the lineage trajectory prediction for the second phase of differentiation seeded from a renewed stem cell is correct, one could apply the same experimental approach and only label stem cells that had been renewed.
Activated, Heterogeneous States Are Developmental Windows for Cell Fate Determination
By integrating lineage tracing-based time-stamping in our scRNA-seq analysis of stem-cell mediated regeneration of the olfactory epithelium, we identified cell intermediates about which we had no prior knowledge. This approach also suggested that these early intermediate states are transient and heterogeneous and, therefore, likely to be the stage at which cell fates are specified (as predicted by the lineage prediction tool Slingshot). This prediction was validated using clonal lineage tracing, which revealed that a subset of cells were committed to differentiate and not self-renew, highlighting that this cellular state is a window along the axis of differentiation where cell fates become restricted. [58] Transcriptome heterogeneity has also been observed in other differentiating stem cells, especially at early stages of cell fate shifts, including early differentiating mouse embryonic stem cells, induced pluripotent stem cells, and early vertebrate development. [39, 55, 56, 73, 74] These observations led us to propose a model for the way that stem cells respond to severe injury: following injury, stem cells shift to an activated state, where cell fate specification occurs, and then they either return to the stem cell fate (self-renewal) or go on to differentiate (Figure 4c,d) . Thus in the olfactory epithelium, branching from this activated state can veer in at least three directions: backward to reform a stem cell or forward toward the two main differentiating lineages. The identification of these transient windows that form the branch points of lineage trajectories is consistent with other recent findings. During vertebrate embryonic development, there are cells at the predicted branch point for cell fate specification that express genes associated with more than one lineage. [55, 56] The expression of genes for multiple lineages in a precursor that will ultimately commit to one path was reported years ago in the hematopoietic system. [75] More recently, in the hematopoietic dendritic lineage, Olsson et al. [52] observed a transient cell state ("mixed lineage intermediate") that has features of both lineages, and they were able to trap cells in this intermediate and to push them toward one fate or the other. Consistent with this notion, others have argued that individual cell states along a lineage trajectory demonstrate an increased probability to respond to signals promoting a specific differentiation path. [76] In sum, we think that these activated, intermediate states represent windows along the developmental trajectory where gene regulatory networks are competing, and in the end, one transcriptional network will prevail and drive the cell toward the specified fate.
Last, it is important to note that after having applied clonal lineage tracing to test the predictions of branching lineage models, we found that in the early stages of the lineage, the inferred lineage trajectory should be thought of as the road most often taken, although there are alternate routes. For example, while stem cells usually commit to one lineage or the other, we found examples where they formed both lineages, suggesting there was either an asymmetric cell division and/or a stem cell that self-renewed then differentiated again into a different type of cell. [57, 58] 
Future Approaches and Considerations for Lineage Deconstruction
The strength of integrating lineage tracing with scRNA-seq at multiple time-points of a stem cell lineage is the power it gives one to constrain models of lineage trajectories and to deal with unexpected outcomes (Figure 1e,f) . By sampling cells from multiple time-points along a lineage trajectory, transient intermediates and branch points can be identified. Combining scRNA-seq analysis with clonal lineage tracing allows one to test the predictions of the lineage models. The weaknesses are that it can be labor intensive to collect samples from transgenic animals for multiple time-points. Moreover, to validate the predictions of the model, one needs to identify genes that are specific to individual cellular states or time-windows along the developmental trajectories and design strategies to track the www.advancedsciencenews.com www.bioessays-journal.com progeny of transient intermediates and cells that represent branch points in the trajectory. Despite these challenges, we deem the additional investment to be worthwhile because of the added resolution it provides for deconstructing lineage hierarchies. Moving forward, it would be powerful to apply this integrative approach to simultaneously label and collect multiple lineages or collect niche cells simultaneously with the lineagetraced cells, so that one could gain insight into how the niche and/or other lineages in the tissue behave in coordination with the stem cell lineage. This is especially relevant now that It is well-established that the niche plays a critical role in regulating the behavior of stem cells. [77] New approaches promise to accelerate the ability to define multiple lineages simultaneously. For example, a CRISPR/Cas9-based method for modifying genomic DNA barcodes was used to establish lineage hierarchies in embryonic zebrafish. [25] This is similar to a strategy that uses transposon-based DNA modifications for lineage tracing to define the lineage relationships in the hematopoietic lineage. [24, 26] More recent iterations now incorporate either CRISPR-mediated (scGESTALT, LINNAEUS, ScarTrace) or transposon-mediated (TracerSeq) modification of DNA barcodes coupled to scRNA-seq, allowing one to construct a lineage hierarchy or dendrogram and define the identities of the endpoint cells based on their transcriptomic profiles. [28] [29] [30] [31] In principle these methods could be applied at multiple timepoints along a developmental process to capture intermediate cellular states, including lineage trajectory branch points, perhaps obviating the need for current lineage trajectory prediction algorithms. While such approaches have been applied mainly to early developmental processes, one group has developed an inducible system where barcode modification could be induced later in development, [28] an enhancement that provides a means to apply this strategy to juvenile and adult stem cell niches. Implementing these strategies in mice will be an important step toward developing an enhanced understanding of mammalian stem cell niches. One of the challenges going forward will be to develop methods for combining data from experiments performed on different animals, so that replicate samples with a range of different starting and ending points can be compared and aggregated.
Conclusions and Outlook
Understanding how stem cells give rise to a range of differentiated cell types and self-renew is a central problem in stem and developmental biology. We propose that by incorporating the classical approach of lineage tracing into scRNA-seq analysis at multiple time-points along development of the lineage allows one to identify transient intermediates and branch points in the lineage trajectory without prior knowledge. This type of insight is only possible by investigating the tissue at single cell resolution. The inferred lineage trajectories and branch points can be tested and validated by using clonal level lineage tracing. This integrative approach provides a robust framework for deconstructing how individual stem cells maintain tissues. Technological innovations like the application of DNA barcode modifications coupled with scRNA-seq that can be used to construct lineage hierarchies and define the transcriptional state of cells hold promise for a higherthroughput approach for deconstructing lineage hierarchies. Major challenges and opportunities include the computational resources required to handle these ever larger data sets and validation of the predicted results. Ultimately, elucidation of these cellular mechanisms serves as the basis for understanding the molecular control of cell fate choice. The molecular identity data derived from scRNA-seq can be coupled to validated models of lineage trajectories to define the network of genes and signaling events that control how stem cells change through time.
